
 
Hyland and Elm Creek SnowSports Academy 

American Teaching System (ATS) Skills Progression 
 

Alpine Skiing 
 

The skills of skiing are Balance, Edging, Rotary, and Pressure. Below are approximate skill developments for  
each level of the ATS as used at Hyland. These skills are meant as guidelines only and may be modified as  
snow conditions change, students mature and instructors interact with their classes. 
 

 GOAL TERRAIN 

ZONE 1: BASIC TURNS 

Beginning        Stop on command. Make basic turns left/right. Training Hill. Easy greens. 

Intermediate    Link basic turns. All greens and easy blues with 
guidance. 

Advanced         Complete basic turns. Explore varied terrain. 
 

All greens and most blues. 

ZONE 2:  CHRISTY TURNS  

Beginning        Skis matched at end of turn. Can manage speed 
thru turn shape/size. Starting pole use.  

All greens/blues, some blacks. 

Intermediate   Skis matched in fall line. Variety of turn 
shape/sizes for speed management. Appropriate 
pole use. 

All greens/blues, some blacks. 

Advanced      Skis matched before fall line. Speed is managed 
thru turn shape/size. Pole/turn initiation is 
consistent. 

All greens, blues, and blacks. 

ZONE 3: OPEN PARALLEL 

Beginning       Skis are parallel on most terrain. Use medium- to 
long-radius OP. Consistent pole use to start turns. 

All greens/blues, some blacks 
and easy mogul runs. 

Intermediate  Skis are parallel on most terrain. Can use small- 
and medium-radius OP. Always uses poles 
effectively. 

All greens, blues, blacks, and 
most moguls. 

Advanced       Ski dynamic OP on most terrain and moguls. A 
variety of turn shapes and sizes are used. Pole use 
is always used effectively. 

All greens, blues, blacks, and 
most moguls. 

ZONE 4: DYNAMIC PARALLEL 

Beginning       Dynamic turns on most terrain and gates.  Uses 
turn shape/size for speed control. Can carve/skid 
on most terrain. Always uses poles. Ski most 
conditions. 

All greens, blues, blacks, and 
most moguls and race gates. 
Adults can ski powder and 
steeps under control. 

Intermediate   Dynamic turns on most terrain and gates.  Uses 
turn shape/size for speed control. Can carve/skid 
on most terrain. Always uses poles. Ski most 
conditions. 

All greens, blues, blacks, and 
most moguls and race gates. 
Adults can ski powder and 
steeps under control. 

Advanced       Dynamic turns on most terrain and gates.  Uses 
turn shape/size for speed control. Can carve/skid 
on most terrain. Always uses poles. Ski all 
conditions. 

All greens, blues, blacks, and 
most moguls and race gates. 
Adults can ski powder and 
steeps under control. 

 
 

> Register for Alpine skiing lessons at Elm Creek or Hyland 
 



 
Hyland and Elm Creek SnowSports Academy 

American Teaching System (ATS) Skills Progression 
 

Telemark Skiing 
 
The skills of skiing are Balance, Edging, Rotary, and Pressure. Below are approximate skill developments for  
each level of the ATS as used at Hyland. These skills are meant as guidelines only and may be modified as  
snow conditions change, students mature and instructors interact with their classes. 

 
 
ZONE 1: BASIC TURNS  

Complete linked basic alpine-style turns. Explore a variety of terrain.  Stop on command.   

ZONE 2: BASIC TELEMARK TURNS  

1. Establish a balanced parallel telemark stance. Ski a telemark straight run with lead changes. Turn to a stop by 
making a basic telemark turn left/right in the uphill direction. 

2. From decreasing traverse angles, initiate a telemark turn across the fall line and finish the turn in an uphill 
direction using a skidded/rotary motion in the turn side ski.   

3. Linked basic telemark turns, demonstrating speed and direction control. Explore a variety of terrain 
demonstrating various turn radii.  Beginning pole use.  Demonstrate a telemark hockey stop. 

ZONE 3: PERFORMANCE TELEMARK TURNS 

4. Transition from basic to dynamic skidded tele turns for control on more demanding terrain. Establish carved 
alpine turns on telemark gear. Intro to carved tele turns. Encourage pole use.   

5. Continue to develop pole use for turn initiation and turn rhythm. Introduce body angulation in order to develop 
enhanced edge angles and stability. Develop carved tele turns over various radii and speeds. Introduce 
monomark technique. Use of turn shape for speed control using carved tele turns. 

6. Controlled carved tele turns on reasonably maintained terrain. Ski various turn shape and radii. Ability to apply 
rhythm to linked tele turns. Establish continuous fluid flexion/extension throughout turn arc. Pole use is 
consistent. Speed control via turn shape and radius is consistent. 

ZONE 4: DYNAMIC TELEMARK TURNS 

7. Remove any “dead spots” in the turn sequence; i.e. not just “dropping into tele position.” Introduce the concept of 
“owning your turns” by defining dynamic tele turns.  Begin developing dynamic tele turns utilizing emphasizing 
angulation. Uses turn shape and radii for speed control. Skier owns their turns on most terrain. Always uses poles 
efficiently. Ski all conditions. 

8. Introduce tele jump turns. Continue development of dynamic tele turns through “owning your turns” in situations 
that demand turning: i.e. race gates or simulated tree fields. Demonstrate dynamic tele turns on most terrain and 
in gates and trees using turn shape for speed control. Always uses poles efficiently. Ski all conditions with 
authority and control. 

9. Dynamic turns on all terrain, gates, trees, bumps, etc.  Uses turn shape/size for speed control. Skier owns their 
turns on all terrain. Demonstrate the ability to blend dynamic alpine and dynamic tele turns at will. Always uses 
poles efficiently. Ski all conditions like a rock star. 

 
 

> Register for telemark skiing lessons at Hyland



 
Hyland and Elm Creek SnowSports Academy 

American Teaching System (ATS) Skills Progression 
 

Snowboarding 
 
The skills of snowboarding are Balance, Edging, Rotary, and Pressure. Below are approximate skill developments 
for each level of the ATS as used at Hyland. These skills are meant as guidelines only and may be modified as 
snow conditions change, students mature and instructors interact with their classes. 

 

  GOAL TERRAIN LIFTS 

 LEVEL    

S
L
ID

E
 

1  Familiarity with equipment; directional change 
with pressure 

Flat and smooth; gentle run-
outs 

Magic Carpet 

2  Increase edge control 
 

Gentle, consistent slopes Toe ropes 

3  Able to enter and turn out of the fall line Consistently packed 
intermediate slope 

Chair lifts 

R
ID

E
 

4  Able to enter, turn out of, and cross the fall line 
 

All greens/blues; some blacks Chair lifts 

5  Students begin to vary turn size and shape Consistently packed 
intermediate slope 

Chair lifts 

6 Performance of linked skidded turns on varied 
terrain  

Intermediate slopes, mini 
park and half-pipe 

Chair lifts, high-
speed toe ropes 

R
IP

 

7  Increasingly technical riding aspects; increased 
style 

Intermediate and advanced 
slopes, mini park and half-
pipe 

Chair lifts, high-
speed toe ropes 

8  Intermediate skills for carving, park and pipe. 
Increased style 

All terrain All lifts 

9  Advanced skills for carving, park and pipe 
mastered 

All terrain All lifts 

S
H

R
E
D

  
10  

Master dynamic motion and increase speed; 
confidence and style. 

 

All terrain All lifts 

 
 

> Register for snowboarding lessons at Elm Creek or Hyland 
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